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Abstract 

Automorphisms en the irrational rotation algebra with respect to their ergodic properties 
are studied. Especially it is shown that for a dense set of the rotation parameter B cat maps are 
entropic K systems. 
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1 Introduction 
Classical ergodic theory has developed into a rich field giving deep insight into the structure of 
chaos. In contradistinction quantum ergodic theory is only at its starting point. There exist two 
different approaches to define and to stvdy quantum chaos: On one hand, we can start with a 
classical chaotic system, find a quantization procedure and then study what footprints of the 
chaotic classical behaviour remain in the quantum system. This means essentially investigating 
the limit h -* 0 and it is not surprising that we find many pathologies. Chaotic behaviour deals 
with long time behaviour and lim^oo and limn_*o stand opposite to one another since smaller 
h gives faster motion. There is the other possibility to translate concepts of classical ergodic 
theory to the quantum case by generalizing the key notions. This was attempted in [1,2,3]: We 
can define mixing behaviour, we can use the concept of dynamical entropy [4] to give a meaning 
to a quantum Kolmogorov system. The final goal will be to find a classification of quantum 
chaotic evolutions. The starting step in this direction is the search for examples. The first one 
is the quantum analogue of the Bernoulli shift, the quasifree evolution, and it was studied in 
[5,6]. 

The next example is offered by the irrational rotation algebra [7]. This is a very instruc
tive system. On one hand, it occurs in physical situations [8] describing a particle in a two-
dimensional torus in the presence of a constant magnetic field, on the other hand, its math
ematical structure is fairly well known, especially we have a rather complete characterization 
of possible automorphisms [9,10]. Furthermore the irrational rotation algebra is considered as 
an example of a noncommutative manifold [11]. Since the manifold structure is considered as 
powerful additional tool for classical chaotic systems, allowing to study the Lyapunov exponents 
[12] it is an evident task to search for equivalent structures in the quantum context. 

In [13] we started to study chaotic behaviour of special maps on the irrational rotation 
algebra. In this paper we *":U strengthen some results and look for relations between different 
automorphisms. 

In § 2 we will repeat the definition of the irrational rotation algebra Me and characterize 
its automorphisms. In § 3 we will define the different degrees of mixing properties. The best 
mixing behaviour has an entropic if-system. Then we will examine the mixing properties of the 
possible automorphisms. 

Our main result is the following: To every cat map aj there exists a countable set of 9 
such that {Mt,QT, T) is an extropic K-system. In addition, the mixing property of ar is stable 
under perturbations in the sense that (Mt,ajoß,T) is again an entropic Jf-system for ß in a 
large class of automorphisms. 

Finally we will make some remarks c i the possibility to define Lyapunov exponents. 

2 The Irrational Rotation Algebra and Its Automorphisms 
The irrational rotation algebra is defined to be the C* algebra M» built by the Weyl operators 
over Z 3 , W$(rf) satisfying the multiplication rule 

Wt(ft) • W9(ih) = e^W^WiiH + A) (2.1) 

with o(ft, A) = n\m<i - njtni a symplectic form, the adjoint of W is W$(H)* = W$(-ft) and its 
norm 

l|w#WII - 1 . 



9 is called the deformation parameter and plays the role of h. If 9 is irrational then the algebra 
has trivial center. For 6 = 0 we obtain the algebra of continuous functions on the two-torus, 
for 0 — p/q rational, the algebra built by Wp/q(nq) is the center of the algebra and corresponds 
again to the continuous functions on a (smaller) two-torus. 

It should be noted that often [?] it is preferred to consider the Fourier transform in the first 
variable, in this way the algebra can be interpreted to be the crossed product of C(Tl) with 
the rotations, and 9 becomes the rotation parameter. In fact, some calculations turned out to 
be simpler in this setting. Therefore the Weyl algebra M$ is also called the rotation algebra. 

As discussed in [13] W$ can be represented on the same Hubert space. Explicitly we take 
H = L^T2) and represent W0 by 

0 9 9 
*(W9(H)) = exp[2ir*ni(z + -py)} exp[2irtnj(9 - -px)] exp[-2Ti-n 1n 2] (2.2) 

where px = ~s~ and py = T-S— are the momentum operators with periodic boundary condi-
t ox toy 

tions. These operators also offer a physical interpretation: Formally the velocities vx and vv in 
the presence of a constant magnetic field orthogonal to x and y are given by 

-(&+*) - *-(&-*)• 
Considering these operators on a torus the above vx and vy are not well defined, only exp(3g*vx) 
resp. exp(^v y ) are, and these operators form our Weyl algebra. If we were to consider 
exp(2irta«tr) and exp(2*t/?t^) with commutation relations determined by B and demand strong 
continuity in a and ß the price we had to pay would be to go to a representation in a larger 
Hilbert space than L^T3). Depending on B these representations are type I or type II [8]. For 
a = 2rn/B we can stay in L^T2). 

We can define the state r on M» by 

T(W<,(Ä))=(l|1r(Ws(n))|l> = « M 

where |1) is the constant function on T2. The GNS construction of r coincides with the repre
sentation ff(Wf) € B(L2(T2)). Observe that we have chosen the representation r in such a way 
that 

jr(W,(Ä))|l) = |exp[2Ti(n,i + n3»)]) 

Therefore r is a tracial state on M$, i.e. satisfies 

T(We(H)Wt(ifl)) = T(We(fi)Wg(f£)). 

|1) is cyclic and separating for Mg and there exists an antiunitary operator J such that 

.M|l) = A»|l) 

and, in addition, JMgJ = {Ms}'. Evidently 

JW9{Ji)J = W_,(-f?) 

which implies that x(M$y = *(M-»)". In the physical interpretation *{M$)' is the algebra 
generated by the center of the Larmor orbits [14]. 
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We turn now to the classification of the automorphisms on Mf. Before doing that we have to 
fix the topology. The closure of Me in the weak topology introduced by the representation * are 
for all irrational 9 the hyperfinite type Hi factor. Though the structure of it? automorphisms 
is well studied [15] and they are all appraxunatively inner, this alone does not give enough 
information regarding the ergodic behaviour. Also the automorphisms of Hi will in general not 
be automorphisms of M$ C -h. Therefore we adopt the restriction of [9] where only those 
automorphisms (resp. derivatives) are con? Hered that are quantum generalization of flows, and 
for 0 - 0 map C°° into C°°. 

V/e repeat the following results [9]. 

Theorem (2.3) On M$ there exist the derivatives 

SiWin) = njW^n) 

63W(v) = n3W(S). 

A general element of M$ can be written as W(f) = £ / ( " ^ ( n ) where the sum is norm 
convergent. Define Mf to be {£„ /(n)W(»0, ««PP /(»*) finite}. Derivations 6 with 6Mf C 
Mf have the following structure: 

1. If the diophantine approximation is weak, i.e. if \0 — pn/qn\ > l/fÜ*'* where Pn/ln is the 
n-th approximation of the continued fraction of 9, then 6 is of the form 

6 = a6i + b62 + adA a,beZ, AtM». 

2. For other irrational 9 
6 = a6i + bS3 + 6 

with 6 approximately inner (i.e. norm limits of ad AN, AN € Me)-

3. If 9 is rational, again 

6 = a6\ + M3 + adA but now a,be 2, 2 = center of Mg. 

Remark: The result 2) is optimal because in [16] an explicit example of an approximately 
inner derivation that is not inner is constructed. 

The corresponding result on automorphisms can be spelled out as follows (see [10]: 

Definition (2.4): An automorphism a respects the manifold structure if 

aMfCMf, a~lMfCMf, and therefore aSia^Mf QMf. 

Theorem (2.5) For 9 irrational every automorphism o that respects the manifold structure 
is of the form 

a = ajo f(r, »)oft 

with 0 inner (or approximately inner, if the diophantine approximation is strong); 
with 

7(r,*)W(fT) = exp[»(n,r + n2»))W(H) 
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the translation automorphism 
and 

aTW(n) = W{Jn) 

the cat map where 

Tn=la

 d ) n a,fr ,c,dtZ, d e t T = l . 

The two theorems are related by the observation that 

Oyiay-i = T~ S. 

It follows immediately 

Theorem (2.6) For all a respecting the manifold structure on M$ r o a = r is an invariant 
state (for all 0). 

Therefore we can study the mixing properties of all a in the tracial state r . 

3 Mixing Properties of the Automorphisms 
We can distinguish different degrees of chaotic behaviour: 

The weakest property is: 

Definition (3.1): o is mixing, if limB_»oo r{AanB) = T{A)T{B) V A, B. If a is implemented 
by a unitary operator V satisfying V\\) - |1), then a is mixing, if U has absolutely continnous 
spectrum. 

A stronger property is: 

Definition (3.2): a is hyperclustering for {Me, a, T) if 

lim T(AIC?BI ...AkanBk) = r(At... Ak)r{Bx. ..Bk). 

Iff a is strongly asymptotically abelian, then a is hyperclustering. 

Definition (3.3): (M, a, r) is a Jif-system, if tbe dynamical entiopy lim«-.» h{an,f) - H{f) 
for any completely positive map 7. It follows that h(a,f) > 0 for any 7 [2] and 1*o that a is 
hyperclustering and therefore strongly asymptotically abeliim [17]. 

We refer to the section (3.6) for the definition of the dynamical entropy (see [4] and [2]). 

The Translation 7(1»,») (3.4) Since we already observed that We(fi)\l) = Wo{X)\l) it follows 
that f{r,$) can be implemented in itr by the same unitary V{r,») = tAp[*(rpr + spy)] for 
all M$. Since the pi have pure point spectrum so has U{r,s). Therefore the automorphism is 
quasiperiodic: For every A6A,e>0,To there exists some T >T0 such that ||7(r, sfA-A\\ < e 
(compare the definition in [3]). It follows that the automorphism is in no sense chaotic and the 
dynamical entropy [4] is 0. 
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It should be noted that the choice of U is not unique and can be fixed by the demand 
U\l) = |i). In fact, for special values of r, s (depending on 9) i(r,s) can even be an inner 
automorphism (compare [18]): If (r,s) = 9(H) then it is implemented by W$(n). Actually W$(n) 
has absolutely continuous spectrum (its pure point spectrum is empty, the abelian C* algebra 
generated by W$(n). n fixed, is isomorphic to that of W0(n)). This shows the spectral properties 
of an operator implementing an automorphism do not yet give information on the mixing 
behaviour of the automorphism unless the operator leaves |1) invariant. In rT the U for P = 9H 
with U\l) = |1) is Wt{n)JW${fl)J = W9(fi)W-,(-n). 

Inner Automorphisms (3.5) An inner automorphism can never be mixing since we can 
always find operators that are invariant and so are their correlations. Regarding the spectral 
properties we already observed that there exist unitary operators in M$ with absolutely con
tinuous spectrum. On the other hand, for $ irrational for any finite set {ej of numbers there 
exist operators in M$ with these numbers as eigenvalues. (To any arbitrary finite integer there 
exist as many orthogonal projections [19).) These operators give rise to quasiperiodic inner 
automorphisms. But alsc those with continuous spectrum need not produce chaotic behaviour 
even on a subsystem, as we have seen on the example Wg(n). 

The Cat Map (3.6) We have seen that for all 9 € R the M$ can be considered as subalgebras 
of 5 ( I 2 ( r ' ) ) and the same UT € B{L2(T2)) defines an automorphism aT on M$ by 

VTW»[n)Ui = W9(Tn) = aTW$(fi). 

Further Uj\l) = |1). So independent of the rotation parameter 9 we have the same mixing 
property (3.1). In fact, we can find U explicitly. The simplest cat maps are given by 

with corresponding V\ = e7*,p*y, 

can 

T% ~ ( 0 1 ) W i t h c o r r e 8 P o n d i a 8 #3 = e2*ip>*. 

Notice that though z and y lead out of the domain of px and pv V\ and V% are well defined 
because p» and p v have integer spectrum. Notice that V% do not belong to ir(Ms)". 

In addition, by standard arguments any T - I , J with ab - cd s 1, a,b,c,d 6 Z 

be written as monomial in T\ and T2. The corresponding Vj is the corresponding monomial 
in U\ and l/3. Since I7i|l) = ^2|1) = Ur\\) = |1), our knowledge of the mixing properties of 
the cat map on the classical torus enables us to conclude that Uj has apart from 1 absolutely 
continuous spectrum (more precise, infinite Lebesgue spectrum) and therefore 

^ r T O / K W ^ ) ) = r(W$(fMWt(g)) = /(0) -5(0) 

and we have mixing for all 9, 
We turn to the problem of hyperclustering. Here we state the results of [13]. 



Theorem (3.7): Except for an enumerable set of 8 the cat map on M$ is not strongly asymp
totically abelian. 

The proof is based on [W(n),W(T*m)] = sin(2*8o(n,TkA))W(n + m) and on a number 
theoretical result: a(ntTkrh) is always an integer (multiplied with an irrational 9 it becomes 
irrational) and only under exceptional circumstances these irrational numbers approach for 
Jfc -• oo integers. Nevertheless this exceptional denumerable set of 0's is also dense: 

Theorem (3.8) Let A be the eigenvalue > 1 of T = I ° , J. Take 8 = «A2 (mod 1), 5 € Z. 

Then a ? is strongly asymptotically abelian. 

Proof: Take T = I , J and A its eigenvalue. Then T has two eigenvectors p+ and ß-

with 
Tß+ = A/T+ and Tß- = -rß.. 

Their components are 
-b -b 

a - A a - l / A 

\m* J A vector can be written as 

\ m > ) ~ 
Therefore 

^ T ^ } = A * Ä ^ ( » 2 , 1 + - n ^ ) + 0(A-*) = 

_ ,fc (-min 26(o • • 1/A) - m2n29 - roini(c - 1/A)(g - A) - m 3m6(c - A) , ^ / t . t % 

- A 6(i /A-A) + Ü ( A >' 

Notice that 

(0 - i ) (o - A) = a 2 - o ( i + A) + 1 = a 3 - a(a + d) + 1 = -be. 

Therefore 

<r(fr,T*tn) = Y,xk±txrnct+°(r*) c< * z, * = o,±i,±2. 
Using as in [13] the fact that A* + A"* is an integer, 

F^T + F^I) ( m o d J ) + °(x ) = 0 ( m o d x) + 0(A"*)• 
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Therefore 8in0ff(n,r*m) = 0(X~k) which proves Theorem (3.8). Instead of taking 8 = sX2 we 
could also take s(a + d)X. In any case, the 9 (mod 1) are dense in [0,1] and are independent of 
T as long as X remains unchanged. For the above values of 9 we have even the stronger result 

Theorem (3.9) For 9 = jA2(mod 1) (Me, or, r) is an entropic Jf-system. 

To prove this statement we first have to recapitulate the definition of the dynamical entropy. 
Let 7 be a completely positive map from a finite dimensional algebra .4 into Af«. Then 

ff(7)= sup ) T V ( * , ) S ( r o 7 H r ^ A . (3.10) 

where S(<p\ij>) is the relative entropy of the states ip and if>. In [4] it was shown that we come 
arbitrarily close to H(i) if we assume that £ z , is finite and x; belongs to a dense subset of 
Mt. 

Further, with T/(X) = — xlnz, we define 

tf(7,aj,...,a'7) = sup | ]TH T(*l)) ~ £ Vr{*ik) + 

+ ilE^MToJj&gQ)). (3.11) 

Finally 

h(J,a)=]im)H(i,...,at

1). (3.12) 
«-•00 I 

We have lim„_,oo ^(7,0") = H(f) iff the classical contribution, the sum of the first two terms 
in (3.11), t°nds to zero (it is always < 0) and if for all k the {xih} obtained from the xj in 
(3.11) are arbitrarily close to the optimal decomposition {«<} in (3.10). 

We turn now to prove our theorem. A general element of M$ is a norm convergent sum 
Hn fffiW(ä). Thus for H(t) we can assume that the partition that is sufficiently close to the 
supremum, {xi} can be written as 

Xi = W(fi)W(fi), W(fi) = £ fi(fi)W(fl), /•(«) = £ p 9 (3.13) 
a 

so that W(fi) is self&djoint. In addition, we may assume that there exists some k0 > 0 such 
that fi(X) = 0 for \H\ > k0 and 1 < »< N - 1. Further ||W(/)v)|| < t. We will use these W(U) 
to construct a good decomposition also for B(j,0*7,.. ., a"^) for large n and I arbitrary. 

Take 

*/ 2 *«. it = a^Wifi,) . ..W(fk)W(fk).. .a^WiU,), 1 < ik < AT - 1, 

respectively if 2 *.„,...,</, 1 < ** < N. They are evidently positive and satisfy 

AT 

«0,...,l'/=l 
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By cyclicity of the trace T and the fact that J2W(fiW(fi) = 1 it follows that (*"» means that 
this index is missing) 

E r(»i0,..^) = r(W(/ilk)W(^)). 

further, using r(W(n)) = 6^ and (2.1) we find 

r ( * / ) = E I I /<*( B *) -^*( m *)*r-*(n , -m/)+T-( ' -» ) (» / _ 1 -m / _ 1 ) + „ . + ^ > -« 0 -
{»},{m}*=0 

Now we use our support assumption on U that reduces the contribution in £ t o those n/, m/ 
with |n; - m/| < 2Jfco. Next we observe that for large n 

17̂ (1»/ - mt)\ ~ A"V - m,| = A"V 

Therefore only those points contribute which are of the type 

Since o/ > 1 (except if a/ = 0, i.e. nt = mi) and all a, < 2ko, we get 

E A - C ^ a ^ c n , W ^ ^ c 

or 
A"'(a< + A-Bcn) = 0. 

If A~nc < 1 orn > In A/ In c this leads to a contradiction except for fl/ = 0 and Cn ~ 0. Therefore 
«/ = ni/, and since c» = 0 we can proceed by induction to conclude n* = m* V k. Thus for n 
large enough 

r (*/)=E n i/«*(«*)i2=n '(«ww«.»-
{„}*=0 k=0 

Therefore, with i){x) = -xlnar 

for all <. Finally, 

E ^ w ^ E ^ * / ) ^ ^ ^ * ' » " EVK))* E^r(*.»))+flnf-
So the classical contribution to the entropy disappears. It remains to show that according to 
(3.11), (3.13) 

Dm E '(*/«"*7(*)) - T{a»kWUikmh)«nk"l(A)) VA € A, Vf. 
«ll—l»*.••• .«/ 
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We can perform the summation t\,..., ik-i 

E a"l'-%(/;kJ...H'(/iüWio)...a«(l-%(iiw) = l. 
»It—»4-1 

Denoting -y(A) by W(j) and using the invariance of r with respect to a we have to examine 

E T(a<i-k)W{fit_k)...W{fil)WUii)---a<t-^W(fit,k)W(g))^ 

= r(IFU I)IF(/ < I)WW) + 

+ r(a»«- f c>W(/i,-J.. . W ( / M ) W U ,)[a»W(/.2) • • .«
n ( ' - k ) W(A £ - J .H^) ] ) . 

We estimate the commutator (remember ||W(/i)|| < 1) 

\\[a»W(h).. .a"<W(/,), W(y)]|| = || E a» W(/0 . . .[«n*W(/.), W(y)].. .a"<W(/,)ll 

< EElZ-WIWAIÎ a^MT-̂ AI. 

Notice that we assumed £ r to be finite, and the same we can do for £ p . Therefore we have to 
show, for fixed r, p, 

00 

„um, £ I «n 2*6o{Tntf\p)\ = 0. 

But according to our choice of $ (compare the proof of (3.8)) 

\s\n2*9o{T"il\p)\ = 0(X-"1) 

which guarantees the convergence of £« and that lim„_oo tends to zero. 

4 Conjugacy 

For ergodic theory two automorphisms a% and a 2 can be considered to be equivalent if they are 
conjugate, i.e. if there exists an automorphisms ß such that <x\ - ß<x<iß~x. They are approxi
mately conjugate if there exists a sequence /?„ with a\ = limn-,«, ßnOtißä*. 

Mixing behaviour as well as dynamical entropy are invariant under conjugacy. Since limn_oc 
and Unit.,,» do not commute approximate conjugacity does not give information on long time 
behaviour, so ergodicity properties can change. 

We will compare now how far we can characterize automorphisms up to conjugacy and will 
realize that in the decomposition a = aji^ßu the aj-part is the dominating one. 

Lemma (4.1) 7(f) and -y(S) are conjugate, iiT there exists some T with detT = 1, tu, 6 Z 
and Tf= S. These 7(a) are the only automorphisms conjugate to 7(f) by automorphisms which 
respect the manifold structure. 
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Proof: 

_ jW'^Win) = e'^Wfff) 

with5 ,= f - 1 ' r = r r . 

On the other hand, A/7(f)/9£x = ad{Vi[f)U*) 7(f) shows the only if part. 

Lemma (4.2) 077(f) >8 conjugate to 0:7 provided T is invertible. 

Proof: 
7(f)a r7(-5) = arrCTs- r) 

so a = (T* - l ) - 1 r solves the problem. 
Remark: T - 1 is not invertible, iff a + d = 2, then T has eigenvalue 1. 

Lemma (4.3) For the conjngacy of 07 and ay the equality of the eigenvalues of T and T is 
necessary but not sufficient. 

Proof: Necessity: o^ara^ 1 = 0575-1, and STS~l has the same eigenvalues as T. 

Counterexample for sufficiency: Take 

They have the same eigenvalues if a + d = a + d, since A + 1/A = a + d. Take 

*-(-1i) - *-(J-i)-
Then they would be conjugate if there were some f = I . I with 

(-10(:i)-(:!)(::!) 
or 

i4o + c = fr, i4ft + </=-a + >4*, -« = </, - * = - c + i4</. 
Further det f = 1, so ad = ~a 3 = 6c +1 . Therefore 

>4a& + be- b2 = - a 3 + Aab- b* - 1 = 0. 

Choose A even, a even or b even cannot solve the equation: a even and b odd gives a 3 = 0(mod 
4), Aab = 0(mod 4), 6s = l(mod 4), 1 = l(mod 4), so leads to a contradiction, a and b odd 
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gives a2 + b2 + 1 = 3(moi 4), so again a contradiction. In fact, I . J = 1 1 would 

solve the equatir but does only implement an artiisomorphism. For A odd this argument does 
not hold, in fact, we have the example 

(-! o)(-2 -l) = (-2 - ! ) ( ! I)' 
There might remain the possibility that by antiisomorphisms (detT = -1) all cat maps with 
the same eigenvalue were conjugate. But. in fact, there exists another counterexample. Compare 

Let 

( i ; ) ( : i ) - ( : ! ) ("0 
with ad-bc = ±l. Then 

17a + 4e=18a-6 4a + c = 18c-d o = 4c + 6 
I7b + 4d = a 4b + d = c d = c-4b. 

Therefore (4c + b)(c - 4b) - be = 4c2 - 16ftc - Ab2 = ±1 which has no integer solution. 
This result should be compared with the classical result: Every cat map is equivalent to a 

Bernoulli shift [21]. The dynamical entropy of a cat map is given by the Lyapunov exponent, 
so by the eigenvalue of T [12]. Bernoulli shifts with the same dynamical entropy are conjugate 
[22]. Notice that for these results conjugacy is defined with respect to automorphisms of the 
von Neumann algebra, here we concentrated on conjugacy in a very strong sense taking only 
automorphisms into account that respect the manifold structure. 

It remains to study the effect of inner perturbations: 

Lemma (4.4) Fix some aj as automorphism over M$ with A eigenvalue of T. Assume 6 = 
»X2. Assume further that ßv is implemented by U = £/(ff)W(»i) with E,E|n|>e«» /(#) < » 
for a < In A. Then 

^arßvY^A = ßA 
exists as an automorphism and satisfies 

aTßuA = ßarß'xA. 

Proof: We adopt the methods of scattering theory: 

^(arßuT^A = ^a?(V)...äj*(V)Aap{ir)...ä?(V) 

= ImfA + 5>:J.(t /) . . .aZrHV)[aZttU),A)aZ5r\ir).. .cC\{V)}. 
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We take A = W(m) and U = E/(m)W(m). Denote V, = £|m|<e- f(m)W(m). Then we have 
to estimate 

£ll[«:5.(VM]!i < £ ! ! [ s :Mt f .M] | |+2£ i i t f - i g i 

< E E 2|/(m)|«n2xM*»,:r*m) + 2 £ £ \f(fh)\. 

The first sum converges due to our estimates in Theorem (3.8), the >reco>id sum by assumption 
on U resp. / . ß is an automorphism because ]imajn(aTßu)nA exitts by the same reasoning, 
we have only to estimate now 

ht^a^iU).. .aj\V)Aaj\W).. .ajn(W). 

Remark (4.5) We had to restrict the allowed class of U, though by a rather mild condition. 
Examinating the construction of projection operators in [7] it is evident that the class of per
mitted U is not void (notice in contrast that supp /(m) finite would imply U = W(m)) and it 
seems a plausible conjecture that it is even dense. 

For the U that cau be approximated by unitary W(f) with / decreasing sufficiently rapidly 
atj and ajßu are approximately conjugate. 

Generalizing to other values of 9 we can srgue in the following way: Assume W$(f) is a 
unitary operator in M$. Then 

We(f)\il) = Wg(fW) 

but in general Wg(f) will not be unitary. So v.e use the Caley transformation and write 

„ w9{!) + i 
s"w„(f)-i-

Ws(f) + » 
Then Ug = 7jJ(f\—: >s unitary and 

st- Um Us\9) = Ut\il). 
S-+8 

Take now a sequence 9 - \»2 with A»2(mod \) -* 9. Provided our conjecture is correct then 
for any 9 a? and ajßuf are approximately conjugate and so also for every 9 a? and ajßut 

(though we approximate now in the strong operator topology). We can now combine the results 
of 3.5 and 4.5 to the following 

Theorem (4.6) Consider the automorphism crj on Me with 9 — \di, A / 1. Then 
(af, Mt, T) forms an entropic Üf-system and remains an entropic üf-sys tan also for ojof(f)oßu 
with U satisfying the conditions of Lemma (4.4). 

5 Lyapunov Exponents 

In the theory of ergodic behaviour of classical flows on manifolds Lyapunov exponents play an 
essential role. Therefore it seems desirable to find a corresponding definition also in the quantal 
situation. 
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The manifold structure of a non-commutative algebra is given by the existence of derivatives 
[11]. They represent the tangent space. In classical theory the Lyapunov exponent describes the 
effect of an automorphism (or flow) comparing it with a dilation. But this can again be done in 
the quanta! situation. As shown in Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 4.1 the action of an automorphism 
on the derivatives afar 1 is determined by a matrix T and inner automorphisms. If ö w conjugate 
to a, then T is conjugate to T. therefore has the same eigenvalue. This suggests to define the 
Lyapunov exponents of a to be the eigenvalues of T. 

As a fi>ial remark it should be noted that in general in the classical situation one has to 
expect that the matrix T depends on z. Nevertheless the Lyapunov exponent A(x) as eigenvalue 
of T(x) will not depend on x (12]. This is shown in general by usir„ ergodicity properties of 
a, but considering its effect on 6 we have an alternative proof: afar 1 = T(x) • 6 as well as 
a'^Sa = T~\x) • 6 have to be hermitean derivatives. Thus 

J f(x)(Ti)i9(x)dx = f{T!)'if(x)g(x)dx. 

We ignore contributions of the boundary ( / and g tan be assumed to be sufficiently local). Then 

with T(x) = I ° j* | y*J J and T~\x) = ( _ J * | ~^'J J we have by partial integration 

da db 
dx dy 

dd 
dx~ 

db 
dy 

de 
dy = 

dd 
: dx 

de 
dy = 

da 
dx 

o r _!__—1 = o = -^-r—- so that a + d = const. So one of the strongest results on Lyapunov 
exponents can be deduced from the effects on the derivative, and we consider this fact as a 
support for the usefulness of our definition. 
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